
 

 

 

 

S-4  4 color 1 station  screen printer 
 
 
S-4, 4 colors 1 station manual screen printing machine with micro registration size: 450*540mm 
We designed and developed this new 4 color 1 station screen printing machine with micro registration, it  is a new 
modern machine, keeping the advantages of old model machine, and add very smart micro registration function, 
to solve the problem of multi-color overprint accurately, it's a perfect machine. 
The machine can print onto clothing (especially for T-shirt), woven fabric, metal, paper, copybook, plastic, circuit 
board, wood, glass, ceramic tile, leather and other plane printing substrates, which is especially un table for small 
businesses and individual printing shop. 
 
 

1. Smart design for micro registration clamps, easy 
to print multicolor exactly. 
2. Screen printing clamps can rotate independently 
which is easy operated with higher efficiency. 
3. Adjusted double-spring device are available for 
screen frames of different weight. 
4. Aluminum head clamps is light and stable for 
frames, more beautiful. 
5. Screen clamp can be moved up and down, which 
is suitable for screen frame within 3cm thickness. 
6. Right and left micro registration devices for 
multicolor printing exactly. 

7. Front and back micro registration devices for multicolor printing exactly. 
8. Tabletop model to save place and convenient for transportation. 
9. Big supporting device keeps the machine stable and in balance.  
 
 

Silk Screen Printing Machine Press 4 Color 1 Station Double Spring 
 

 · Premium Material: This 4 color 1 station press can install four screen plates simultaneously. Its full metal structure, advanced 
electrostatic spraying technology, and mechanical bearings ensure a long-term stable operation and precise positioning. 

 · Table Type Design: The table-typed combination design saves space and facilitates transportation. Meanwhile, the 
electroplating-processed surface is durable, easy to clean, rust-proof, and withstand years of use. Pallet Size: 21.7 x 17.7 in / 55 
x 45 cm. 

 · 360° Rotary Design: The screen printing arms can rotate independently and be moved up and down within 2 in / 5 cm 
thickness. Pallet can also be moved forward and backward within 5 in / 12 cm, facilitating the operation at any station. 

 · Adjustable Spring Device: This screen printing device is equipped with several thickened springs, which can adjust the spring 
tension for screen frames of different weights to maintain balance and stability. 

 · Wide Application: Screen printing machines can be used for clothing, pillowcases, fabrics, metals, paper, copybooks, plastics, 
wood, glass, ceramics, leather, and other products that require photolithography. 
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